
NON VIOLENCE

Nonviolence is the personal practice of being harmless to self and others under every condition. It comes from the belief
that hurting people, animals or the.

Let us say that you have been petitioning to eliminate an injustice. Nonviolence is both a principle and a
practice. Truly enough, the Indian milieu was already infused with notions of Ahimsa. It is based on the
assumption that justice will eventually prevail, that choices should be made from a place of love rather than
hate, that the hurtful action, not the person, should be subdued and that voluntary suffering has value as an
important facet of life. Satyagraha is the quintessence of Gandhism. A man cannot practice ahimsa and at the
same time be a coward. There is hope that a violent man may someday be nonviolent, but there is no room for
a coward to develop fearlessness. Thus Satyagraha literally means devotion to truth, remaining firm on the
truth and resisting untruth actively but nonviolently. Force must be the last resort. Ahimsa is just translated to
mean nonviolence in English, but it implies more than just avoidance of physical violence. Gandhi formed
Ahimsa into the active social technique, which was to challenge political authorities and religious orthodoxy.
The holy Quran says Chapter Al Maida we all must realise that good or evil are the traits of human soul and
even after death, there is accountability. You cannot get rid of oppressors when you depend on them for
essentials. For more info, go to the King Center Website. Amid all these hoopla, a question comes up - can we
really stand and justify such a gruesome violence in a civilised society or can violence be completely rooted
out. Wounded, unarmed opponent warriors must not be attacked or killed, they must be brought to your realm
and given medical treatment. Between violence and cowardly flight, I can only prefer violence to cowardice.
Gandhi feels that violence is not a natural tendency of humans. Some 35, Americans took part. It follows that
Ahimsa â€” which implies love, leads in turn to social service. Non-human life[ edit ] The Hindu precept of
'cause no injury' applies to animals and all life forms. Gandhi made his life a numerous experiments with truth.
The principle of nonviolence affirms the active use of non-coercive and non-aggressive means to create a
more peaceful context. Young India, 27 February  One should know that wars are not the curse of God, but
results of our actions. Los Angeles; University of California Press, ,  These six principles are founded on a
belief that all life is an interconnected whole and that when we understand our real needs, we are not in
competition with anyone. Truth leads to an ethical humanism. Some rights reserved. Always note that if you
are using nonviolence with courage, determination and a clear strategy, you will more than likely succeed: win
or lose, you will be playing your part in a great transformation of human relationships that our future depends
on. It bars violence against "all creatures" sarvabhuta and the practitioner of Ahimsa is said to escape from the
cycle of rebirths CU 8.


